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Reader’s photo - many thanks to
Roseanne for this Autumnal picture.
If you have a picture/s to share with us
please forward it / them to Sheila

The work tackled by our Practical Task
Group (PTG) each Wednesday morning
continues to be worthwhile and varied.
During the next few months we will be concentrating on two special
areas. One is the "Scout Field", see article on the next page. The
other project concerns "Judy's Field". This is the sloping field area to
the right as one comes down the steps at the bottom of High Fernley
Road to the bridge. Judy North and her family had a cottage and
market garden business here in the mid 1800s. This area has become
wild and overgrown, and it is our intention to redevelop it sensitively
so that it can be appreciated by those who love the woods. We hope
eventually to form a wild flower meadow in one area, with picnic areas
in other parts, and educational information on Judy and the woods.
The first stage is the removal of an extensive area of brambles and
other vegetation from the top end of the site, ready for trees to be
planted in partnership with the Forest of Bradford group. At the time
of writing we are well on the way with this and the first plantings are
scheduled for Saturday 6th December. Geoff Twentyman Chairman
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‘Do you remember the Scout Field?’
Some of our members, particularly the ex-scouts, may remember when
local scout groups erected their summer camp on the field adjacent to
Judy Bridge. Recently the Council have taken the opportunity to review
the leasehold on various areas in and around Judy Woods and as a result
of this, we have been given permission to develop two small areas near
Judy Bridge. With the support of the Trees and Woodlands Department, the Friends have produced plans to recognise the area’s original
local woodland heritage. The plan below shows our proposals, for what
we now call “The Scout Field”. The intention is to undertake regular
strimming of the grass, to control weeds and the dreaded
Himalayan Balsam
in order to provide a
green space within the
Woods. The existing
steps will be renovated,
and post and rail
fencing erected along
the streamside. For
educational purposes,
access to the stream
will be maintained.
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We intend to establish a small
tree nursery in this area. The
image to the right shows how it
was in the early 1920s, looking
from the far corner of the field,
towards Judy Bridge.
In keeping with the declared
intent and the project name
Scout Field, we would appreciate
comments from ex-scouts of their experiences. Old photographs would
be particularly welcome.
The second area includes where Judy’s Cottage was - more details later.

A Fungi Frenzy by Nick Kirby
The woods this year have been teeming with all things wild and
wonderful; especially the large array of mushrooms and fungi that
Judy Woods has to offer at this time of the year. Autumn is a
beautiful time of year. The leaves of the deciduous trees have turned
shades of sienna, ochre and deep red. On this
year’s mushroom walk the forest floor was covered
with leaf litter, making fungi hard to spot.
However we managed to find various species of
fungi thanks to people who came on the walk. With
the help of Varsha our team leader, we were able
to identify the fungi we found. (Nick helped as
well SL) One of my favourite mushrooms we found
this year was the Weeping Widow,  which is a
member of the Inkcap family. It was originally
thought to be an Orange Fibrecap, which is deadly poisonous, which
just shows how important it is to be careful when
dealing with fungi. Through keen eyes we found
various sized and coloured fungi
from the old reliable like Ochre
Brittlegills and Earth Balls, to
Fly Agarics  which a lot of
people call the ‘Fairytail’ mushrooms and we even found a Grisette specimen. 
All in all this year the mushrooms
were not in as much abundance as
the last few years, but the woods
still yielded some very interesting fungi. We also
found the wonderfully named Wood Wooly Foot
growing out of a beech nut! This years walk was
enjoyable and interesting, it’s so nice to see some of
the local community taking part in such a lovely hobby that personally gives me excitement.

It is lovely to have an article written by a young person who loves the
woods, thank you Nick (SL)

Memories of Halloween
When I was a teenager, we went to the woods, found a big stick and
twigs and made a ‘witch’s broom’. We knew about Judy’s Cottage and
thought of it as the ‘Witch’s Cottage’. We did this especially around
Halloween time. We would scare our younger siblings - saying she
would eat them for tea. As it got darker, we would start jumping at
the shadows, and by the time we left the woods, I would be feeling
nervous as well. But I remember them as fun times, we did have a
laugh. Carole
Previous events
The Bat walk in September - it was a lovely evening, but not dark, so
not good for seeing any bats. Only the Pipistrelles were on show. The
bat monitors picked up more, but we didn’t see them.
Autumn Ramble in October - Despite the
horrendous forecast, we had a lovely walk and
didn’t really get wet. The walks often take us
onto paths that are new to those attending.
Future event
Our Seasons Greeting Event, 1pm Sat 27th Dec 2014
Meet Mary for a walk in the woods, at the
Pear Tree pub, Norwood Green HX3 8QD. 2013
Then do stay and enjoy events at the pub Dancing by Thieving Magpies They’re a mixed
border Morris side who like dancing,
waving big sticks about and yelling,
they sing as well. They are breeding the next generation remember the photo in the last spring newsletter? Also
Bradshaw Mummers will do one of their plays. They
are a street theatre group, their plays are based on the
medieval mumming traditions of death and re-birth and
the triumph of good over evil. They remain faithful to the origins - the
blacking of faces, echoing the tradition that actors believed themselves cursed by the Devil if they were recognised! You can also buy Mulled Wine, soup + roll in the pub. Traditional Church Carols may
be followed by Yorkshire Carols and other traditional singing.

